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Abstract — This paper examines challenges faced by
network administrators with respect to detecting and
identifying faulty network components like cables or nodes in
a computer network environment. Several research works on
techniques used in building fault detection and identification
mechanisms for local area networks reviewed. Dependency
matrix was used in designing and building the active probing
station internal mechanism for the fault detection and
identification. The proposed system was tested in a nonproduction computer network, and the test results revealed
that the proposed system is able to detect and identify faulty
node/link is 0.22 seconds based on the processor speed and
memory capacity. The proposed system is recommended for
usage in any local area network.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Network fault detection mechanism is a system designed
to actively or passively monitor targeted network system
in order to look for signs of malfunctioning or failing
behavior of network devices or components. In order for
the fault detection mechanism to effectively and
successfully manage or monitor a given computer
network, a large number of data about the network devices
needs to be continuously obtained and processed.
According to [1, 2, 3, 4, and 5] data about the network
devices can be acquired using diagnostic tools or could be
gotten in form of network alarms [6, 7, 8, and 9].
Fault detection techniques or system is of two types: (a)
Active system or probe-based system (b) passive system
or alarm correlation-based system [10]. Both classes can
address certain challenges in the network and also proffer
alternative solutions to faulty situations.

Classification of Network Faults
Network fault detection systems rely solely on network
alarms to decide the causes of component failure, and
therefore classified network faults based on their time
duration in the network into three categories [11].
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Permanent faults: are faults that exist in a
computer network until they are fixed or repaired
e.g. malfunctioning network interface cards (NIC),
switch / hub, or broken network cable.
Intermittent faults: are faults that occur in the
network in a discontinuous and periodic manner,
which causes failure of current running processes.
Transient faults: are minor degradation in service
often masked by management utilities.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many techniques have been discussed in different
literatures to detect faults in computer networks. The
following are some reviewed literatures on different
techniques for detecting and identifying faults in computer
networks.

Network Fault Management Techniques
Network fault management system gathers data about a
given network, and analyzes the data using different
techniques to detect and identify faulty network
component. This section discusses some well-known
existing techniques using four key areas.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Based Techniques
Studies by [12, 13 and 14] are of the opinion that expert
system is one of the most commonly used fault
management techniques. Expert system uses a rule-based
method to mimic the human knowledge or thought process
of an expert.
An expert system according to [12] consists of four
loosely coupled components, namely:
(i) A monitor
(ii) A problem clearing advisor
(iii) A trouble ticket creation system, and
(iv) A collection of network databases
In [7] a Kohonen Self Organizing Map (SOM) neural
network is trained for alarm clustering in computer
network fault detection. The training process of neural
network is to tune its weights which may take long
sessions, and there are no particular rules to guide the
selection of number of layers and the number of neurons
in each layer.

Intelligent Probing-Based Techniques
A probe is usually a dedicated program or network
application installed in one of the nodes in a computer
network. This can sometimes be referred to as a probing
station which is sent to examine a set of nodes in the
network on a periodic basis.
A special matrix referred to as dependency matrix was
used to construct probing station for locating faulty nodes
in a computer network [1, 2 and 3] , but [10] developed a
new intelligent probing model for reducing the total
number of probes for detecting and identifying fault in a
computer network using fuzzy constraint satisfaction
problem (FCSP) technique. Their findings show that the
model is effective and efficient in terms of fault detection
and identification in computer networks.

Model-Based Technique

A model-based technique explains the physical and
functional properties of the network component, which is
an abstract model of a managed network. The model
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works by gathering some input parameters from the
network and then predicts the network performance.
Network fault is detected if the observation obtained is at
variance with the prediction.[15, 16, 17 and 18] used the
finite state machine (FSM) model to achieve their fault
detection schemes in a managed computer network. In the
(FSM) model, the computer network, and its behaviors in
terms of faults are represented as a set of states. The
disadvantage of the state algorithm is that they do not
require learning.

III. METHODOLOGY
We useda special matrix referred to as dependency
matrix to design our proposed active probing station for
locating faulty nodes in a computer network. Fault
management has become a major issue in any
communication network. This is due to the number of
devices on the network and the cost of monitoring the
devices status actively against the event of down time or
component failure.
The main role of active fault management application is
to ensure high availability of network and resources.
Our proposed fault mechanism approach includes the
capability to automatically monitor nodes status in order to
detect and identify faulty nodes in a computer network
using probing-based technique.
A probe is a method of obtaining information about
objects (O). We considered probe as a diagnostic software
tool for testing objects in order to determine whether or
not they are active or inactive. Thus a probe is regarded as
a subset p⊆O.
The occurrence of a fault may affect some probes [2],
while other probes may remain unaffected as the case may
be.
A probe P is affected by a fault F if P tests any of the
elements of F
i.e. there are some elements in F that are also in P:
A fault F affects a probe P if F∩P ≠ Ø
In a computer network under consideration, “objects”
may be regarded as physical entities such as switches,
computers and links.
Probes are sent from the machine in which the fault
detection mechanism is installed, to other computers on
the computer network; in order to test the availability and
performance of the various computers.
A fault may occur, if a particular node or link is inactive
or both the nodes and links are inactive.
Our proposed fault detection mechanism is modeled as
follows:
S = N, L
Where S = Switch
N = Nodes (Computers)
L = Link (Wired)
The set of processing nodes is denoted as N = {n1, n2,
n3, n4, n5, …,nn}, while the set of processing links is
denoted as L = {l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, …, ln}
We assumed that there is a finite set (O) of objects
which can exist in one of two states i.e. Node (N) and Link
(L).

(N) => “Active” or “1” = {functioning correctly}
(N) => “Inactive” or “0”={Not functioning}
(L) => “Active” or “1” = {functioning correctly}
(L) => “Inactive” or “0” = {Not functioning}
A fault (F) can occur in either Node (N) or Link (L) or
both the Node (N) and Link (L).
i.e. a fault can be in any subset of the following:
Fault (F) ⊆N i.e. {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, …,nn}
Fault (F) ⊆L i.e. {l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, …,ln}
We introduced a dependency matrix approach to capture
the relationship between faults and probes in order to
detect and identify a faulty node as recommended by [1].
Given any set of faults F = {f1, f2, f3, …,fn} and
Probes P = {p1, p2, p3, ….,pn}
The dependency matrix DP, F is given by:
iffault 𝐹 affectsprobe 𝑃
DP, F(i, j)= {
if otherwise

Figure 1:Active probing station for fault detection
Figure 1 shows the diagram of our proposed active
probing station for fault detection and identification in a
computer network. The active probing station is designed
to continuously send diagnostic command to all the
profiled computers or nodes on the network and also
receive the nodes health status if available and active back
to the active probing station using the ping command.
The fault mechanism is also designed with some
reasoning ability using rule-based technique to classify the
return message from the ping command as node status
“inactive” if the computer or node is down by producing a
signal “0” or node status “active” if the computer or node
is on by producing a signal “1”.

Figure 2: Internal active probing mechanism
Figure 2 shows the internal fault active probing
mechanism using the low level ping diagnostic tool. Here,
the ip_address 192.168.1.100 is the resident server
machine, which continuously and automatically pings all
the profiled nodes on the network with ip_addresses
192.168.1.102 – 192.168.1.110.
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Immediately any of the nodes is turned off or the network
cable is pulled off the node’s port or switch port; the
diagnostic ping tool automatically returns a zero function
call indicating node is down, and the fault agent will
interpret the zero code to be node inactive and quickly flag
a message “fault detected” with the exact node
information displayed “node name, ip address, mac
address and system name”.

rate, but the detection time is based on the speed of the
microprocessor and memory installed on the computer
system used as the active probing station.
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S/No
1
2
3
4
5
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